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Behind the name CLOCKCLOCK is the singer/songwriter Boki and the producer
collective around Mark and Feezy-the trio creates the band's extraordinary
CLOCKCLOCK songs and energetic sounds. CLOCKCLOCK's music is characterised
by the emotional honesty of conveying only what is really going on inside them.

CLOCKCLOCK's journey began seven years ago with a jam session in the Palatinate
and has so far led to three number 1 chart positions on the radio (‘Sorry’, ‘Someone
Else’, ‘Over’), shows - with P!NK, SIMPLY RED and One Republic, among others - and
the first tour, which was paid for out of the band's own pocket.

Never stand still: With their journey, the band also wants to encourage, inspire and,
above all, make it clear that it's worth dreaming and giving it your all - with the right
people by your side. Because that's exactly what CLOCKCLOCK proved with their
impressively quickly sold-out ‘DREAMERS’ tour in January and February 2024.

‘DREAMERS’ is the band's homage to being lifelong dreamers: CLOCKCLOCK show
their personal perspective on the world and pave the way for themselves and all
other hopeful dreamers into a coming era. ‘DREAMERS’ is a living concept: Taking
up all facets of dreaming - including the challenges and downsides - ClockClock
want to inspire dreaming and show that no one is alone, not even in the shadowy
valleys of the dreamer's existence.

In the open-air season, CLOCKCLOCK continue their mission tirelessly: The band
inspires in the outdoor months under the star of the ‘DREAMERS’ summer shows
on national and international festival stages as well as with their own headline
shows throughout Germany. With the recent release of the ‘DREAMERS’ tour
favourite ‘Love U Again’ on the set list and more surprises up their sleeves,
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CLOCKCLOCK are going all in and their fans can expect to see a few more dreams
come true this year.

Events:
Donnerstag, 04.07.2024, 20:30 - 22:00 Uhr


